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7+celebrate the season and the spirit of giving, 

by making and sharing a handmade holiday craft

Creativity Can™ develop the skills 
needed to achieve lifelong success.

Creativity develops children’s problem 
solving and critical thinking skills – it’s the 

catalyst for invention, innovation and 
ideas that influence the future.

www.creativitycan.com

tinsel
TREe

Get ready to color, bake and celebrate! 
Decorate your own mini Christmas tree with 
Shrink Fun™ ornaments, shimmering metallic 

stars, tree topper and a foil tree skirt.

FUNCTIONAL SHARP EDGE

ADULT SUPERVISION
is required when baking

Color, Bake and Shrink
The Shrink Fun™ plastic has a smooth side and a rough side. 
Using the pencils included, color on the ROUGH SIDE only. 
Sharpen your pencils as needed.

Now you are ready to bake the Shrink Fun™ ornaments in a 
toaster oven or conventional oven.

Check out more holiday kits
from Creativity for Kids®

#6192000 #6193000



let the shrinking begin!
Follow the directions below carefully. Let them dance, curl, flip, 
shrink and flatten. If you remove them too soon, your Shrink Fun™ 
ornaments won’t shrink! Place them back in the oven until the 
shrinking process is complete. 

Warning- Safety First. ADULT SUPERVISION is required                   
when baking Shrink Fun™.

 Preheat oven to 350° F (175° C) Do not use the microwave.

 Cover your baking tray with non-stick aluminum foil. For best   
 results, do not use an air insulated cookie sheet. Place your
 Shrink Fun™ ornaments on the tray with the colored side facing up.  
 Be sure they are at least 3 inches (8 cm) from each other.

 Bake for 1 to 3 minutes. Watch closely, baking times may vary  
 depending on your oven. The Shrink Fun™ ornaments will begin  
 to curl, move about and flatten. Do not remove them until they 
 lay flat! 

After all pieces are laying flat, allow 20 more seconds of baking time. 
Ask an adult to remove the cookie sheet or tray from the oven and 
place it on a heat proof surface. 

 

 Allow the Shrink Fun™ ornaments to cool on the tray for                      
 10 minutes. When they are cool enough to touch, use a spatula         
 to lift them off. 

Decorating your tree
 Insert the tree into the base and fold out the branches.

 Wrap the foil tree skirt around the base. Tie it in place using               
 the longer strip of foil.

 Twist open the jump rings and attach them to the Shrink Fun™     
 ornaments. Twist to close. Hang them around the tree.

 

  Slide the star beads onto the ends of the branches. 

 Place the star tree topper                                                                      
 by wrapping the wire around                   
 the top branch.     
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Shrink Fun™ Tinsel Tree -a great centerpiece and the 
perfect handmade holiday gift!
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